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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY STATION

BATON

ROUGE ,

LOUISIANA

August 2, 1955

LIBRARY

Miss Jane Oliver, President
Southeastern Chapter
American Association of Law Libraries
Georgia State Library
303 State Capitol
Atlanta 3, Georgia
Dear Jane:
It was nice seeing you again and the dinner with or without rain at
the French restaurant was lots of fun . I am trying to get everything done
before starting rzy vacation this Thursday . I shall be back after Labor Day .
Since our periodical lists have been typed, I believe that it might
help you to see them in their present shape and give the matter of how we
should proceed with them in the fall some thought during the summer. The
best would probably be to use a procedure similar to the one employed for
the exchange lists . We should probably have some library symbols and the
titles could be retyped on smaller slips allowing enough space for all
participants to make their notations . From these process slips we could
then compile the master list . One slip would take a long time to check in
our many libraries, but perhaps the big ones might start first, then the
smaller ones ought not to have to do more than add their holdings to it .
I am sure that both Virginia and Duke have more than we have, and Miami
probably more in Latin- American materials. In the fall I might be able
to do some stencilling .
I believe that you asked me about the Georgia Code and why it was
considered as the first codification . You will find the answer in 33 Law
Library Journal at p . 203 (1940) where Bill Stern explains that Georgia
compiled the first corrnnon law code, Louisiana with its civil law is out
of competition on this one.
While checking the Law Library Journal for some other information,
I came across references to a corrnnittee on regional cooperation . You
might like to know about it for your presidential activities this year .
Here they are:

24 :95 (1931)
27 : 72 (1934)
- 28 : 126 (1935), also 132- 8.
30 :345, 433 (1937)
31 : 202 (1938)
32 : 294-8 (1939)
Miss Tarver, head of our catalog department, gave a talk at ALA on
cooperative cataloging to which you may have found a reference . She is
agin it . But I believe that big libraries are in a different category,
they have enough staff, but law libraries do not and we need something
done to all subject headin95 which LC uses, at least, we ought to change
them for our customers to make them more useful for special research .
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Miss Jane Oliver
August 2, 1955
Please give Ruth Walling my love when you see her.
good summer,
Sincerely yours,
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Kate Wallach
Law Librarian
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